
Good omens
Terry Pratchett & Neil Gaiman..

I also think Good omens : the nice and
accurate prophecies of Agnes Nutter,
witch / Neil Gaiman [and] Terry Pratchett

is a good fit for you, but we only have one copy (it must be
out of print!), but if you're willing to put it on hold or go for
the ebook, it's worth it: The world is going to end nex...

Jitterbug perfume
Tom Robbins.

One of my top picks for you isn't as
available as the others, but I think you'll
really like Jitterbug Perfume by Tom
Robbins. We only have one copy on
ebook, but I promise it's the very witty,
clever, action-packed book you're looking
for: Jitterbug Perfume is an epic ... which

is to say, it begins...

B is for beer
Tom Robbins.

5.Don't let the awful title of this one turn you off: B is for beer
/ Tom Robbins. A children's book about beer? Yes, believe it
or not - but B Is for Beer is also a book for adults, and bear it
in mind that it's the work of maverick bestselling novelist

Tom Robbins, internationally known for his
ab...

Mermaid in Chelsea Creek
Michelle Tea ; [illustrations by Jason Polan].

4.Very engrossing. You won't be able to
put it down: Mermaid in Chelsea Creek /
Michelle Tea ; [illustrations by Jason
Polan]: Everyone in the broken-down town
of Chelsea, Massachusetts, has a story

too worn to repeat from the girls who play the pass-out
game just to feel like they're somewhere else...

Bone.
by Jeff Smith with color by Steve Hamaker.

3.Because you like adventures jam-
packed with with wit, the Bone series. A
graphic novel series we keep in adult,
teen, and the kids' section because of its
high appeal, you'll be sorry when it's over:
Bone. Vol. 1, Out from Boneville / by Jeff
Smith with color by Steve Hamaker: In

OUT FROM BONEVILL...

The glass sentence
S.E. Grove.

2.Because you like the Golden Compass:
The glass sentence / S.E. Grove.
Separated from her parents in 1891
America, a century after a mysterious
force throws the continents into different
time periods, 13-year-old Sophia Tims and
her refugee friend, Theo, embark on a

search for her kidnapped uncle i...
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The Eyre affair
Jasper Fforde.

The Eyre affair / Jasper Fforde. In a world where you can actually get lost (literally) in literature,
Thursday Next, a notorious Special Operative in literary detection, races against time to stop the world's
Third Most Wanted criminal from kidnapping characters, including Jane Eyre, from works of...
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